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Introduction： Dermoscopy has become a beneficial tool for the early detection of skin
cancer, and there is a good relationship between dermoscopic and pathological findings.
Recent studies have identified two main dermoscopic patterns of port wine stain(PWS): 1)
type 1: a superficial or blob pattern composed of red globules and dots, and 2) type 2：a
deep pattern that features red ring structures. 

Objective: The aim of this study was to assess whether dermoscopic findings before
Hemoporfin mediated photodynamic therapy (HMME-PDT) corresponded with the clinical
improvement of PWS patients.

Materials and Methods: A total of 4 patients (2 patients in the group 1 had lesions in the
mandible and neck, and other 2 patients in the group 2 had lesions in the right cheek) with
clinically confirmed PWS were included in the study. In both groups, one patient presented
with type 1 pattern and another presented with type 2 pattern. Dermoscopic images of PWS
lesions were taken from each patient using the hand-held dermatoscope. After one
treatment of HMME-PDT, the clinical efficacy at each treated area were observed.

Results: Herein, we observed that after one treatment of HMME-PDT, all four patients
showed a good efficacy to different degrees. In the group 1, the patient with the type 1
pattern demonstrated an excellent response to HMME-PDT, while that with type 2 patterns
had a poor response. Similar results were also observed in the group 2.

Conclusions: We conclude that type 1 pattern are readily treated with HMME-PDT and an
excellent response can be expected while type 2 pattern resist treatment. Type 1 pattern is
more superficial, present a larger target area, and have a single vascular supply. Type 2
pattern are more deeply situated and consist of freely anastomosing dilated vessels of the
superficial horizontal vascular plexus.
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